IAEE ANTITRUST POLICY STATEMENT

It is essential that you observe certain ground rules as you participate in this meeting. As you know, the antitrust laws prohibit or make highly imprudent the discussion of a number of matters at a meeting such as this. There can be no discussion among you at this meeting or in any other place concerning: the price paid or charged by the organizations you represent; other terms or conditions established by your organization, such as credit terms, markups, commissions, or profits; the geographical area in which your organization is seeking or may seek to do business; the persons or organizations with whom your organization will or will not do business; or production costs and plans.

Any departure from these group rules could result in severe civil and criminal penalties to you as an individual, to your organization and even to IAEE. Indeed, Federal sentencing guidelines mandate jail sentences for antitrust violations and call for criminal fines.

IAEE Mission Statement
IAEE globally promotes the unique value of exhibitions and events and is the principal resource for those who plan, produce and service the industry.
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

The support for high standards of honesty, integrity, impartiality, and conduct of members of the IAEE and CEIR Boards and Council, Committee and Task Force members is essential to assure the proper performance of IAEE and CEIR responsibilities to the entire membership and the exhibition industry. This includes the requirement to treat all personal data you may have access to, based on your volunteer position, with respect and confidentiality in line with IAEE’s Privacy Policy.

IAEE and CEIR Boards, Council, Committee and Task Force members shall avoid any action which might result in, or create the appearance of, using an IAEE position for private gain; giving preferential treatment to any person or business; losing independence or impartiality; or, affecting adversely the confidence of the membership or the industry in the integrity of IAEE.
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